
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

BUNKER GRIP SET-UP 
 

We understand that our ‘Grip’ can be ‘Weak’ (Vs pointing target-ward), ‘Neutral’ (Vs center of 

chest or sternal) and ‘Strong’ (Vs pointing towards the ‘Brace Clavicle or Shoulder’). 

 

We know that proper ‘Grip Set-Up’ enables ‘Loading The Longitudinal Roll Axis’ or ‘Forearm 

Rotational Accumulator’. (see ‘TVR’) This ‘Rolling Action’ loads and thus wants to naturally 

‘Un-Roll’ reflexively. 

 

The stronger the ‘Grip’ the more your ‘Ball Flight’ will tend to have ‘Draw-Hook’ rotation about 

its ‘X  North South Polar Axis’, especially if you make contact ball before sand. (see ‘Fairway 

Bunker Shots’. They are not meant to be fat like the normal ‘Bunker Thump or Blast’.) 

 

When you are ‘On The Beach’ how much ‘Draw Fade Spin-Rate’ do you want? Usually and 

virtually none! You do not want to ‘Shut Down’ your ‘Clubface Aim’ through the ‘Impact & 

Separation Zone’. If you do, you shall ‘Dig’ and very likely not get out of the bunker. 

 

Your ‘Bunker Blast Procedure’ may desire some ‘Dig’, but not other normal extrications. 

 

Do not confuse ‘Dig’ with that great ‘Thumping’ action and resulting sound. (see ‘Clubhead 

Bounce’ & ‘Splash Shot’) The normal ‘Bunker Shot’ tends to enjoy quite a steep ‘Angle Of 

Attack’ with the ‘Sole’ presented or exposed. (see ‘Open Clubface Aim’)  

 

Thus your ‘Bunker Grip’ is best served as being ‘Neutral to Weak’ … not far from your ‘Putting 

Grip’. Remember, your ‘555 Team’ looks upon the ‘Putting Grip and Stroke’ as the foundation 

of all ‘Golf Shots’. We often say “I Drive As I Putt”. Hope you understand that to be true? If not 

‘AskUs!” … you know how that is accomplished. Don’t be bashful!   

 

It’s always ‘Golf Tinker Time’! 

 

 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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